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Since the group of automorphisms of a dihedral group whose order is
divisible by 4 contains an invariant operator of order 2 it cannot be a
complete group. Moreover, it does not follow in this case that if an opera-
tor is commutative with every operator of a dihedrai group it is also
commutative with every operator of its group of automorphisms, since two
distinct operators of this group do not necessarily transform the operators
of the given invariant dihedral group in a different manner when the order
of this dihedral group is divisible by 4. The automorphisms of the dihedral
groups are unusually well adapted for the study of the general properties
of the group of automorphisms of a given group in view of the properties
noted above.
Miller, Blichfeldt, Dickson, Finite Groups, p. 169 (1916).
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1. Let (1 -x + tx)t = Zantl, (1 - -= A tn <j
n = On
A (r) S() = A(r) ao + Ar) ,a, + ... + a.,
then the equation
co
(1 - x + tx)m(1-t = EA(r) F(- m, - r; -n -r; x)t"
n = O
(1)
mentioned in a previous paper,' indicates that
Sr) = F(- m, - - n - r; x).
Hence
lim S(r) - 1
This means that. the Cesaro sum (C, r) of the series E am is 1. Equation
n
(1) still holds for x = 1 if m is a positive integer and we write
F(- m, - - n - r; 1) = n!r(n + r - m + 1)/(n - m)!r(n +r + 1)
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The corresponding equation
A(') F(a,
-r; - n - r; 1) = (r n + a 2 0
=0 n + a < 0
holds even if r + 1 is a positive integer. The zero value when n + a < 0
is indicated by Euler's relation
F(a, -r; - n - r; x) = (1 - x)- GF( n - r - a, -n; - n - r; x).
2. The same relation in the form
F(n + 1, n + 1; x + n +3/2; 1/2) =
(1 - 1/2)!/ - n - 1/" F('/2 + 1/2X, '/2 + 1/2x; n + 1/2X + 3/2; '/2)
may be used to obtain an asymptotic expression for the integral
co
4,(x) = Jj e sech a tanhn ada
considered in a previous paper.2 In fact if the foregoing relation is ap-
plied to the expression
t,,(x)=n!l(x+ l)(x+3) ... (x+2n+ 1)F(n+ l,n+ 1; 1/2x +
n + 3/2; 1/2),
it is found that when n is a large positive integer
tt(x) --. 2 '- /X B(n + 1, 1/2 + 1/Ax) (2n) -/2 - 'I'x r(1/2 + 1/'x)
where B(x, y) is the Beta function. The usual form of Laplace's method is
inapplicable to tn(x) because the function tanh a has its maxium value
at one end of the range of integration. The hypergeometric function under
consideration is also not included in the types F(a, b = n; c; x), F(a n,
b =' n; c; x), F(a, b i nc; = n; x), which 0. Perron' has studied for large
positive values of n. These functions are represented by him with the aid
of generating functions.
The more general integral of Stieltjes4
tm,n(x) = J exa sechm a tanhn ada m > 0, n . 0
satisfies the recurrence relations
(m+ n)tm,,n + 1(x)- ntm,n (x) +xtm, n(x) = o
and can be obtained as a coefficient in the expansion of the integral
co a:~~~~~~~~~~~~~c
I = J; e (ch a - z sh a)" = E (mi n)tm .,(x)z"/n!
n -O
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Now
in + 1~~I=(1 z) + FF112X + 1/2M,M;'12X+ /2M+1; 1
x F(1, m; 1/2x + '/2m + 1; '/2 + 1/2Z).x + m
Hence
tm,n(X) = n!/(x + m)(x + m + 2) . . . (x + m + 2n)F(n + 1, m + n;
1/2X + '/2M + n + 1; '/2) = 21/2m - 1/2x - 'B('/2x + '/2m, n + 1)F('/2x +
'/2m, 1/2x + 1- /2m; 1/2x + '/2m + n + 1; '/2)
When n is large
tm, n(X) ,. 21/3m - 1/2 x - 'B(1/2x+ 1/2m,+ 1)
2m - i (2fl)-1/l m - l/2 xr(1/2x + 1/2m).
3. There is an extension of equation (1) involving Appell's hypergeo-
metric function of two variables of the first type5
(1 _ t)a + b-c[1 _ (1 -X)t] a[1 - (1 _y)tb
EA_(-)tnF (-n; a, b; c; x, y) Iti < It IxtI < I' - ti,
n = O
lytI < I' - tl,
where
F1(d; a, b; c; x, y) = , E (d, p + q)(a, p)(b, q)xpyP/
p 50 q=0
{(c, p + q)(p!) (q!)}.
The equation indicates that if
co
[1 - (1 - X)t]a[1 - (1 - y)t] b = E emtm
m =0
[1 + xt/(l - t) a[1 + yt/(l - t)] b = Cmtm
m = 0
then, for the series cm the Ceskro sum (C, c - 1) is found from
Ss-,( = F,(-n; a,b; c; x,y)
and for the series E em the Cesro sum (C, c - a - b 1) is found from
-
a - b + 1) = IA(c - ')/A(c - a - b - 1)]F,(_ n, a, b; c; x, y).
1 Bateman, H., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 26, 491-496 (1940).
2 Bateman, H., Tohoku Math. Jour., 37, 23-38 (1933).
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Perron, O., Heidelberg Akad. Sitzungsber. (1916), 9 Abh. 24 pp.; (1917), 1 Abh., 69 pp
4 Stieltjes, T. J., Quart. Jour. Math., 24, 370-382 (1890); Oeuvres, 2, 378-391.
Appell, P., and Kamp6 de Feriet, J., Fonctions hypergeometriques, Paris, 1926.
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1. Mittag-Leffler's polynomial gn(z) has the orthogonal property
fgm(- ix)gn(ix)dx/xsh(x) = m $ n m > 0
-
co
=-2/n m=n n>O. (1.1)
This is readily obtained by inverting the integral representation'
co
gn(ix) = (1/ir) sin (irx)f exu (tanh '/2u)ndu/sh u n > 1 (1.2)
- co0
by means of Fourier's inversion formula. The resulting equation
co
cosech u (tanh 1/2u)n = 1/2 e-iux cosech (irx)gn(ix)dx (1.3)
- OD
then gives the desired relation when sh u e-iux is expanded in powers of
tanh 1/2u. With the notation of the hypergeometric function the orthog-
onal relation may be written in the form
f F(1- m, 1 + ix; 2; 2)F(1- n, 1 - ix; 2; 2)X
-c xdx/sh(7rx) = 0 m $ n
=1/2n, m = n > 0. (1.4)
2. A more general relation may be obtained by writing Euler's integral
in the form
Co
F( -n, ix; c; z)B(ix, c - ix) = eJXU - 1/2cU (1-/2Z- /2z tanh '/2u)n
-c du/(2chi/2u)c (2.1)
and treating it in much the same way as the integral used to represent
gn(ix). The result is that if fn(x) = F(-n, ix; c; z) where z is real
co
f B (ix, c - ix) (z - 1) fm(x)fn(x)dx = 0 m 5 n
= (_)nn!/(c)(z - 1)c +nZ-c m = n (2.2)
